
LV5490 3G/HD/SD SDI 
WAVEFORM MONITOR
LEADER’s First 4K Waveform Monitor

LEADER’s award winning LV5490 is a multi waveform monitor 
that supports 4K video formats. It can receive and display up 
to four signals up to 3G-SDI simultaneously. It can also receive 
up to eight SDI input signals. For 4K video formats, 3G-SDI 
dual link and quad link and HD-SDI quad link are supported. 
The built-in 9-inch LCD monitor is Full HD (1920 x 1080) with 
wide viewing angle and high color reproduction. In addition, the 
LV5490 is equipped with SDI and DVI-D output connectors to 
display on an external full high definition monitor. The display 
incorporates a new free layout technology that allows the size 
and position of the display layout to be customized with a mouse 
to suit your application.MAIN FEATURES:
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4K Video Format:  The LV5490 supports 4K video 
formats (4096 x 2160 and 3840 x 2160) based on 3G 
dual link and quad link and HD quad link.  Up to four 3G 
dual link 4K video signals can be displayed by switching.  
Full High Definition LCD:  The LV5490 is equipped 
with a 9-inch LCD with excellent viewing angle and color 
reproduction.  It can also be used as a high-quality high 
definition picture monito .  
Customizable Display:  The LV5490 can display not only 
the video signal waveform, vector waveform, picture, and 
the like of an input SDI signal simultaneously, but it can also 
display multiple input signals simultaneously and overlay 
them for comparison. 
Eight Inputs and Simultaneous Four Input Display:  
The LV5490 has four SDI input connectors compatible 
with 3G, HD, and SD and can display up to four SDI input 
signals simultaneously.  It also has four additional SDI 
I/O connectors. 

 CINELITE® II: Allows to check the luminance levels and 
distribution on a picture.
Equivalent Cable Length Measurement:  The four SDI 
input connectors are equipped with an equivalent cable 
length measurement function. 
Pattern Generator Function with Embedded Audio 
and Reclock Output:  By using the four SDI I/O conectors 
as outputs, you can use them as reclock outputs of the 
SDI signals received through  the SDI input connectors.  
They can also be used as outputs for generating patterns 
such as color bars.  In pattern output, the phase of each 
SDI output can be varied up to + - 0.5H.SD
External Monitor Output and SDI Routing: The measurement 
screen can be output in HD-SDI or DVI-D from the monitor 

output connector.  The output signal can be displayed on 
an external LCD in full high definition resolution. 
USB Mouse Operation:  A USB mouse can be used 
to operate the panel.  If the measurement screen is 
displayed on an external monitor in SDI or DVI-D, you 
can control the LV5490 by using a USB mouse while 
viewing the external monitor.  
SDI Signal Analysis:  The status display also has a 
feature for detecting CRC and embedded audio errors.  
Embedded Audio Display:  Embedded Audio can be 
separated from the SDI signal and shown in Lissajous, 
surround, and meter displays. 
Screen Capture:  The LV5490 is equipped with a screen 
capture feature, which captures the entire display as still-
image data.  Not only can captured data be displayed by 
the LV5490, but it can also be compared with an input 
signal or saved to a USB memory device as bitmap data 
for viewing on an PC.
Frame Capture:  The LV5490 is equipped with a frame 
capture feature, which captures single frames in an SDI 
signal.  
Time Code Display:  The LV5490 can display the LTC 
or VITC that is embedded in an SDI signal and the 
D-VITC of an SDI signal.
External Remote Connector:  The remote control
connector can be used to load presets, switch the input
signal, and transmit alarms.
Ethernet Port:  By connecting the Ethernet interface to a
PC, you can control the LV5490 remotely over TELNET,
transfer files over FTP, control the LV5490 remotely and
detect errors over SNMP, and control the LV5490 over
HTTP.



AVAILABLE OPTIONS:

  (HW)
EYE PATTERN DISPLAY - LV5490 02 (HW) 
DIGITAL AUDIO I/O - LV5490 03 (HW) 
FOCUS ASSIST - LV5490 04 (SW)
CIE DIAGRAM - LV5490 05 (SW)  

   (HW) 
-  (SW)

IP(NMI) OPTION - LV5490SER08(HW)
Add 12G EYE - LV5490SER09 (SW) 
CAMERA NOISE METER - LV5490SER10(SW)
DOLBY® OPTION -  (HW) 

 (SW) 
 (SW)

4K IMAGE TRANSMISSION 

Full image is divided into four quadrants

Color Space for 4K images includes
many more colors than HD

CIE 1931 CIE 1976

Measures the frequency deviation and
the field frequency of the input signals

Different several 4K and HD 
video patterns can be generated 

including embedded audio

User can customize the size of
each of the displays within the screen

COLOR SPACE / CIE CHART

4K PATTERN 
GENERATOR with
EMBEDDED AUDIO

FREQUENCY DEVIATION 
MEASUREMENT

CUSTOMIZABLE FREE
USER LAYOUT

FOCUS ASSIST

4-INPUT PHASE DIFFERENCE
MEASUREMENT

Easy to adjust the focus on images
captured  with HD or 4K cameras

Allows to measure the phase difference
of each 3G-SDI signal

Two consecutive pixels are sent to
one of the four sub-images at a time
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LV5490 / LV5480 SPECIFICATIONS
SDI Format and Standards



Environmental Conditions
  Operating Temperature 0 to 40 °C

   Operating Humidity Range 85 %RH or less (no condensation)
  Optimal Temperature 10 to 30 °C
  Operating Environment Indoors
  Elevation Up to 2,000 m
  Overvoltage Category II
  Pollution Degree 2

Power Requirements
  Voltage 90 to 250 VAC
  Frequency 50/60 Hz
  Power Consumption 150 W max.

Dimensions 223 (W) × 172 (H) × 360 (D) mm (excluding protrusions)
Weight 5.6 kg max. (including options, excluding accessories)
Accessories Power cord…………………………………………………………… 1

Cover/Inlet stopper…………………………………………………..1
15-pin D-sub connector……………………………………………. 1
15-pin D-sub connector cover…………………………………….. 1
Instruction manual……………………………………………………1

General Specifications

Example of an LV5490 with an LV5490SER06  
(12G-SDI) & LV5490SER03 (Digital Audio)  
Installed.

Mount Example 
LR2490 shown with an LV5490 & LC2190  
Rackmounted.




